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Parking is for the birds

Monday, November 10, 1980

Phase two going ’slowly’

Funding hard to get
for stadium expansion
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This pigeon doubles as parking attendant for bicyclists using the rack in front of the Engineering Building. The toll is
birdfeed compared to the 50 cents charged for cars.

S.U. governors vs. Fullerton

Building D fight continues
In the report, Fullerton stated there is a need for a
by Nancy Young
The Student Union board of governors (SUBOG) coffee house on campus, but that another site would have
to
be
chosen.
decided Tuesday that it will not give up on plans to convert
"Building D is the ideal location for the coffee house,"
Building D into a coffee house without a fight.
said AS. President Mike Medina.
SUBOG has pursued plans for a coffee house to be
The board is also concerned with Fullerton’s decision
placed in Building D since last spring. However, SJSU
President Gail Fullerton denied the recommendation last asking SUBOG and Spartan Shops to combine efforts to
month in a report to the board. Fullerton said the project run the coffee shop.
Fullerton stated the food services on campus have
would be too costly.
The board voted by 11-2 last week to reaffirm its been the "specific" responsibility of Spartan Shops.
position that Building D should be converted into a coffee
"We need to take a firmer stand," said Kris Rodgers,
board member. "Keep Spartan Shops out. It (coffee
house and that it would work with Fullerton to that end.
house) should be run by a student organization."
But the final decision is Fullerton’s.
She said that a coffee house replaced the television
In the report, Fullerton stated her conclusions were
based on a structural study of the building, located on room on the lower level of the Student Union during the
Ninth Street near the Business Tower. The study was 10th Anniversary Celebration of the S.U. in 1979, and was
conducted last spring by SJSU campus architect Peter run "successfully" by the S.U. staff.
"Do we want to have Spartan Shops run a coffee house
Winkelstein.
in Building D with the kind of services offered downSUBOG voted to form a committee of seven board stairs?" she asked.
members to reassess the cost of renovation.
According to Medina, the AS. board of directors view
"I would like to fight to keep Building D alive as long
the Spartan Shop’s services as inadequate and said they
as we can," said Peggy Collins, SUBOG chairwoman.
"When we began the project last year, we knew it was should have no part in running a coffee house.
SUBOG member Michael Tsai said that Spartan
going to be a fight," she continued. "So we should stick it
Shops may help keep Building D alive. Without them, he
out."
said, Building D may stand little chance of being replaced
Building D is considered a temporary structure by the by a "fountain with a bronzed statue of Fullerton in the
university and is scheduled for destruction within the next middle of it."
The coffee house committee is scheduled to meet this
two years.
Efforts are now underway to keep Building D "alive" week to begin procedures to re-estimate the costs of
through a p...Lition to the Register of Historic Places to bringing the building up to minimum state codes and
remodeling costs.
have it declared a state landmark.

by Mark Cursi
As the first phase of Spartan
Stadium expansion nears completion, fund-raising for phase two is
described as going "slowly" by
Glenn George, chairman of the
community fund-raising drive.
Despite the drawn-out process,
George is optimistic that the funds
necessary to finance the $1 million
second phase can be raised.
Phase two would bring seating
capacity in Spartan Stadium to
24,000 with the addition of four
sections to the remodeled grandstand on the west side of the
stadium.
"It’s a long process, but it can be
done," George said. "I was asked to
head this campaign by Jack ( former
SJSU President John Bunzel
because he felt I could do a good job,
and I have done a good job."
George, owner of the Joseph
George liquor distributing company
and a part-owner of the San Jose
Earthquakes, said he would like to
become less prominent in the
community fund drive.
"I’m tired," he said. "After four
years, I’ve had it."
But George said he would stay
with the drive in a leading capacity
if he felt it was necessary.
"If they really need me, if it
can’t be done without me, then I’ll
stay."
George heads an executive
committee made up of five members
from the San Jose Chamber of
Commerce, the San Jose Earthquakes, the Spartan Foundation and
15 members from the community atlarge.
The first phase of construction,
when completed in late November or
early December, will increase
seating capacity to 22,000 with the
addition of a new grandstand on the
west side of the stadium.
Funding problems for phase one
occurred as early as March of 1977
when the goal of $3 million was met
hallway. An extension of the fund-

raising deadline did not help and it
was necessary to acquire two major
loans from the city and David Packard, co-owner of Hewlett-Packard.

But I don’t really know; maybe
they do have the money. They don’t
have to inform me about how much
money they have," he added.

Funds collected by the community fund-raising campaign are
held by the University Foundation
(not to be confused with the Spartan
Foundation, an unrelated
organization).

One of the main problems the
fund-raising campaign faces is the
bite of inflation, according to Dick
Still, director of the University
Foundation.
"I don’t think anybody knows
the exact cost of completing phase
two," Still said.

While no figures are available as
to the exact amount already secured
for phase two, Ben Reichmuth,
Spartan Stadium community
campaign coordinator, is optimistic.
"Basically, we’re working on
major gifts," he said. "You never
know (the guaranteed total) until
you have the whole package."

’A long process

but can be done’
Reichmuth said large contributions promised to the campaign
hinge on the campaign’s ability to
gather smaller pledges of $250 to
$12,000.
When the minor pledge goal is
met, Reichmuth said, large contributions will be awarded matching
the amount raised by minor pledges.
This method was used during
the fund-raising for the $3.3 million
needed for phase one of the stadium
expansion. Funding was accomplished mainly from two major
gifts of $750,000 from the city of San
Jose and Packard. The funds were
given to the campaign on the condition $1.5 million be raised from
smaller donations of community
members.
Apparently the funding has not
reached the amount to allow serious
planning of phase two.
"Nobody has come and told me
to start drawing up plans," said J.
Handel Evans, associate executive
vice president.

Deadline approaches
Students accepted to SJSU for Fall 1980 subject to filing an outstanding document must complete their files by Friday.
Students who do not meet this deadline could be disenrolled from
the university.
It is noted on each student’s Certificate of Acceptance if additional information is needed.
Those who need assistance filing any outstanding documents can
call the Office of Admissions at 277-3273.

An example of the effects of
inflation is the stadium expansion
proposal approved by the San Jose
City Council in 1967. The project
would have increased the size of the
stadium from 18,000 to 41,000 at a
cost of $1.8 million.
When the project went out to bid,
however, the estimates submitted
by construction companies were in
the $5 million range.
The revised plan to increase the
stadium to 30,000 seats was
originally estimated in 1976 at $3
million for the entire project. The
cost of the three phases is now
estimated by Evans at nearly
million.
Evans said to complete both
phase two and phase three at once
would cost $2.5 million.
Phase three, when financed, will
add 3,000 seats behind each endzone
to bring seating capacity to 30,000.
The completion date, which at
one time was set for 1983, now has no
firm date, according to Reichmuth.
Nearly $1 million in pledges
remain to be collected for the
financing of phase one, Still said.
To meet monthly construction
bills, Still said the foundation has an
agreement with the Bank of the West
to borrow money as needed.
Still went on to say the pledges
are scheduled to be delivered to the
foundation within the next two years
and the bank loan is part of the
funding program. "This is nothing
that wasn’t planned," Still said.
"We’re so busy with the fund
drive (for phase two) that we’re not
concentrating on phase three right
now," he said.
Though the fund-raising is a
demanding task, Reichrnuth, who
has been a professional fund-raiser,
said he believes progress is being
made.
"I started with this project when
no one thought we could raise a
dime," he said. "That was $4 million
ago. If we’ve already raised that
much, the other couple of million
seems easy."

profile
SJSU gynecologist appreciates American freedom
by Anne Papineau
A visitor to the SJSU Student Health Center might wonder where staff
physician Markets Spiro obtains the energy to manage her dizzying
schedule, crowded as it is with patient consultations and treatment,
telephone calls and paperwork.
But to this native of Czechoslovakia, who once worked 80- to 100-hour
weeks in the hospitals of Eastern Europe, her current life in the United
States represents a hard-fought dream come true.
"Life is not easy, but I did what I like," Dr. Spiro said of pursuing a
medical career.
Dr. Spiro, a staff physician here at SJSU for four years, sees a variety of
patients. But because her medical specialty is gynecology, "female students
with gynecological problems are screened to me," she explained.
Dr. Spiro recalled that as a young girl growing up in a small town in
Czechoslovakia, she always wanted to pursue a career in medicine. "From
age 15 I worked as a volunteer at Red Cross blood drives. My father was very
disappointed. He wanted me to be a musician."
Behind the Iron Curtain, universities are totally state-run. "I was one of
the really fortunate," Dr. Spiro said. "I know a lot of people from my town
who were extremely bright, but they were never given a chance to study."
Not until she emigrated to the United States in 1966 did Dr. Spiro observe
a hi 7h proportion of male physicians. "In Czechoslovakia, the ratio of men
and women doctors was about 50/50."
Following training at Charles University in Prague, the Czech government assigned Dr. Spiro to a hospital that was a two-and-a-half hour commute by public transportation from her home.
"They assign you to a certain place whether you like it or not. For threeand-a-half years. I did not have living quarters near where I worked. I had to
get up at 4:30 every morning and take the tram and bus to be at the hospital
at 8."
In training at the hospital. Spiro was ordered to specialize in ear, nose
and throat treatment and dermatology.
"But people are essentially the same." the physician said. "People in
the hospital knew I was not lazy and that I wanted to pursue gynecology, so
eventually I did."

Besides the physical hardship of working long hours, Czech physicians
were not paid for night calls. "If I missed the bus in the afternoon, working
with a patient, I had to hitchhike home or sleep at the hospital," she said.
With a husband working in Austria and West Germany, Dr. Spiro
became aware of the comparative freedom of life in the West.
"The information I received about Western lifestyles fed me up terribly
with life," the soft-spoken physician said. "In Czechoslovakia, you are told if
you can have a vacation, and where and at what you work. I could not take
political oppression."
Following the lead of her husband, Dr. Spiro moved to West Germany in
1966. The following year, she accompanied him to the United States, where
he pursued a doctoral degree in computer science at Stanford University.
For Dr. Spiro, this also was a time to continue her education.
"I had to go through California and federal licensing exams and do an
internship. I worked six months at Harkness Community Hospital in San
Francisco and one year at Santa Clara Valley Medical Center," she said.
The only woman among her group of interns, Dr. Spiro regarded the
training as a "freshening up."
"It was a physical hardship," Dr. Spiro added. "Internship is an extremely strenuous part of my profession."
Dr. Spiro apologizes continually for her accented English, apparently
fearful that others will misunderstand her. She speaks four languages:
Czech, Slovak, English and German.
Last month, she chaired a conference on Toxic Shock Syndrome at
SJSU, and no one in the crowded ballroom complained about her accent.
The physician praised the quality of the campus Student Health Service,
adding, "It’s a pity more students don’t take advantage of it."
"I think patients here question physicians a little more. Patients have
the right to know what they’re taking. It’s the duty of the physician to explain," she said.
A resident of Saratoga, and a U.S. citizen, Dr. Spiro has two daughters.
"I think medicine is an easy job compared to raising those monkeys. Those
two keep me on tippy toes."
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Should Carter have conceded the race so early?
Yes: ’Admitting the obvious’
by Dave Meltzer
Sports Editor

When President Carter announced he had lost the race for
another term as president at 6:45
p.m. Pacific Standard Time, he was
just admitting the obvious.
Two of the networks had already
projected Ronald Reagan as the
winner of the race. It was obvious to
anyone who was watching television
or listening to the radio that the race
was over.

States, which would mean no results
would be released until 11 p.m.
Pacific Standard Time, or 2 a.m. on
the East Coast. After all, that’s when
the polls close in Hawaii.
There may have been few
election races lost out West because
some Democrats didn’t vote, but I
think those candidates should look to
themselves, not Carter, for someone
to blame.

one out of 30 or so on the ballot, had
been decided, it was they, not
Jimmy Carter, not the networks,
who weren’t thinking.
People know the system, and
I’m not against changing it. But as
long as the ground rules have been
made, those who lost should not be
complaining about the rules, after
the election is over.

No: Affected voter turnout
by Holly Alien
Start Miter

On my way to the polls last
Tuesday night, I stopped by a
friend’s house.
I told her I was on my way to
vote.
"If you’re not voting for
Reagan, don’t bother," she said.
"Carter just conceded."

If they didn’t generate enough

Fondse defeated Democrat Patrick
Johnston by only 67 votes out of
84,445 cast.
Locally, Measure F, which
would have allowed San Jose City
Council to set its own salary, lost by
a mere 143 votes.
Eu estimated that 450,000
Californians decided not to vote
because of early projections.
The media were an added factor
in controlling the West Coast elections.

’At that moment, I felt like someone told me
the end of a movie before I saw it.’

’Networks . . can’t be expected to hold back
a breaking news event for three hours.’
Those who didn’t vote because
Carter had announced his concession, believing that their vote
didn’t count, forgot one important
fact. Every vote for Carter,
registered in California really didn’t
count.
It has been obvious for quite a
while that Carter had given up on
California a lot earlier than 6:45
p.m. on Tuesday. Because of the
electoral college system, a vote for
Carter was going to be every bit as
much a throw-away as one for John
Anderson, Ed Clark, etc.
The networks themselves can’t
be considered at fault. They can’t be
expected to hold back a breaking
news event for three hours. In the
future, perhaps it would be wiser to
not release any actual election
results until the polls have closed,
but this would have to be governmentally controlled and not left to
the networks’ discretion. However,
the news would be announced much
later than most people think.
Hawaii is part of the United

At that moment. I felt like
someone told me the end of a movie
before I saw it. What was the point of
sticking around?
With the Electoral College
system, my vote has little enough
weight, but please Mr. Carter, don’t
assure me that my vote means
nothing.
I almost didn’t vote, but there
were enough other issues of interest
to draw me to the polls.
According to several California

politicians, I was among a minority
of Democrats who decided to take
the time to vote after Carter had
given up. It wouldn’t surprise me if
many Republicans also felt there
was no need to vote, since their man
had such a tremendous lead.
Carter may not realize it, but the
future U.S. president was not the
only thing to be decided by the 1980
election.
For Carter to concede at 6:45
p.m. Pacific Standard Time was a
slap in the face to all voters
especially Democrats west of the
Rockies.
Not only was Carter’s action disloyal to the voters, but what about
his fellow Democratic politicians
and the issues that suffered by the
lack of interest shown by Democratic voters in the last vital hour of voting?
Secretary of State March Fong
Eu said that in several Assembly
and congressional races the margin
was less than 1 percent.
In a San Joaquin Valley
Assembly race, Republican Adrian

enthusiasm in their campaign to get
people to vote, then they can’t really
complain about not being winners.
Those who rely solely, or at least
mostly, on party loyalties to be
elected, will find themselves
disappointed more often than just
this past Tuesday.
The same holds true for the
propositions which may have been
slightly affected by Carter’s early
concession.
If the public was not interested
enough to vote, they have no room to
complain. The rules of elections are
clearly defined.
President Carter won the 1976
election by being an unknown, an
outsider from the big party politics.
I don’t believe Carter owes any
obligation to those on the West Coast
to conceal what was already obvious.
The election was more than just
for president. And those who didn’t
vote because one race, maybe the
most important race but still just

At 5:15 p.m. NBC projected
Reagan as the winner.
Obviously the goal of the media
is to provide information as quickly
as possible, but the West Coast must
be given a fair chance at the polls.
There have been several
suggestions to solve these obvious
problems.
Eu has proposed a law to open
the state’s polls Monday afternoon
on the eve of presidential Election
Day in 1984.
According to Eu, her proposal is
the have California polls open from 4
p.m. to 8 p.m. Pacific Standard
Time on Monday and to open them
again on Tuesday from 7 a.m. to 4
p.m. giving California the advantage over the East Coast.
Another suggestion is to use
Canada’s system of not counting the
ballots until all polls are closed.
Whatever the solution, it must
provide fair treatment for the East
and West Coast in the 1984 elections.
It must deal with the media
factor as well as when a presidential
candidate may concede.

letters
Send oil company execs and ’super patriots’
to man the battlefields in fight for precious oil
Editor:
This is in response to Joseph
Laus’ letter that appeared in the
Oct. 23 issue of the Daily, and all I
can ask after I read it was, "Do my
eyes deceive me?"
Even though I will agree with
his belief that our lifestyle depends
on gas and oil, I cannot believe he
would actually suggest "we must not
even think to hesitate of dying for
our tank of gas. This disgusting
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attitude against the draft only helps
those greedy, communist Arabs..."
Disgusting? So Mr. Laus believes
that human life is more important
than a tank of gas is disgusting?
Perhaps Mr. Laus is a redneck
and/or works for an oil company. So
Mr. Laus thinks that the so-called
"energy crisis" has reached the
point where we need to draft people
so we can fight those (gasp!)
"communist Arabs?" No way, Jose!
If Mr. Lams was so concerned
about the Mid-East situation, then I
suggest he shouldn’t wait for the
draft to begin. Instead, he should
quit school now and volunteer in the
armed forces, if the oil meant a lot to
him.
He said in his letter that "we
must cease to complain of the price
of their useful product." Sure, the oil
biggies have to make a profit just
like all the other corporations, but to
make the public put up with their
high gas prices, crummy attendant
service, phony "gas shortages,"
long lines at the pumps (remember
last summer?), you’d think they
would give us a break, but n0000000.
Finally, Mr. Laus said
Americans ought to "fight for that
cup of crude." However, I would
rather see only the oil executives
and the "super-patriots" like Mr.
Laus do the fighting in the battlefields, if the oil (not to mention the
profits) mean so much to them. As
for myself,! probably wouldn’t mind
to fight for the oil company’s crude,
provided I can throw it back in the
executives’ faces.
Steven Watanabe
Undeclared, junior

Political scientist
misquoted on
voters’ actions
Editor:
In the Spartan Daily’s otherwise
fine coverage of Monday’s Student
Union Forum, the following
misquotation is attributed to me: "I
don’t think the vote is based on
whether you agree or disagree with
the candidate’s ideas."
I doubt that any political
scientist would make that
statement What I said was that
voters can perceive a candidate as a
leader, regardless of whether they
agree or disagree with his ideas.
William McCraw
Professor of
Political Science

Athletic Dept.
lost gamble;
program suffers
Editor:
Congratulations to the football
team. Even though we won’t have an
impressive season this year, SJSU
has been put on the map by beating
such notables as Washington State
and Baylor.
Within the same season, our
football team losses shouldn’t
outweigh the winnings nor overshadow them. A lot of pressure rests
on the quarterback to perform well
(and consequently lead the team to
victory). If he doesn’t have our
confidence through the bad as well
as the good times, then how can the
team say SJSU supports them?

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to the
Spartan Daily office (JC 208) between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or
by mail to the Opinion Page, do the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone

number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.

Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.

All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit, rewrite and edit press
releases for length, style, invasion of
privacy or libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to make judgments concerning
news value of any given release.
Announcements of meeting times,
displays and other minor releases
should be submitted at the Spartan
Daily office in the Spartaguide box
located against the west wall of the
office.

Recent diversions of funds away
from other athletic programsin my
estimationfurther cripples the
inter-collegiate program at this
school. Attendance is not up for the
football games as expected. Water
sports, wrestling, track and gymnastics have suffered financial
cutbacks at the expense of football
and basketball, and are now sitting
idle while the socio-political
problems get ironed out.
Will the revitalization of these
other programs be realized in the
near future as promised? The
prospects are dismal to say the
least.
In other words, the athletic
department took a gamble and lost.
Now the results are in. Support for
the team is slightly better than in
previous years, but the support for
the entire team (including the
quarterback) is questionable.
I wonder how those athletes who
lost scholarships feel. How are these
individuals supposed to have unfaltering loyalty for a school that
pulls the rug out from
their
programs?
The unfairness of such policies
can not actually be appreciated
vicariously. Those athletes who
have personally been affected know
the feeling; they are probably
digusted by lopsided departmental
decisions.
Hopefully, future decisions
which will affect the lives of aspiring
athletes will be weighed more
judicially before implimentation.
Don Shannon
Microbiology, junior
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$30,525 for bilingual training

Teaching grant awarded to SJSU
by Mary Apanasewiez
A "great" challenge to
provide certified bilingual
teachers to the community
is being tested at SJSU,
according to Education
Professor Arturo Cabrera.
"The
state
of
California is booming with
new ethnic groups coming
in from all over the world,"
Cabrera said.
To help meet this
challenge, Cabrera obtained a grant from the
California State Department of Education for
$30,525 to expand the
bilingual
teacher
credential program at
SJSU.
The existing four-yearold program certifies
students and teachers
fluent in Spanish. The state
of California requires all
candidates for bilingual
certification to be fluent in
English.
An emphasis in Portuguese bilingual accreditation will be added to
the program in August,
1981.
"We discovered that
some 75 percent of the
elementary school children
in San Jose are of Portuguese descent," Cabrera
said. "This shows there is a
need in the community for
teachers who can understand the language and

culture of these children."
"Bilingual education
says to us that a child
learns best when taught in
his mother tongue or
dominate language,"
Cabrera said.
Many times the reason
a child does poorly in
school is because he or she
does not understand the
English language well,
according to Cabrera.
Bilingual
and
bicultural instruction can
be used to help the student
and would improve the
whole education process,
he said.
Cabrera said the objectives of the program are
to give special training to
bilingual candidates and to
increase
people’s
awareness of the need for
understanding different
languages and cultures in
order to better educate all
children.
Children often learn
through imitation. According to Cabrera,
children who have been in a
bilingual
classroom
situation participate in the
teaching process on their
own.
"Very often children
will teach each other,"
Cabrera said. "It’s called
peer-tutoring. A child will
improve his own language
skills by coaching a friend

and at the same time learn
a new language.
and
"Bilingual
bicultural learning is a
thing to be desired for all
children," Cabrera said.
"That’s why we advocate
mixed classrooms."
said
his
Cabrera
ultimate goal is for there to
be no need for special
bilingual programs.
"I’m looking forward
to the day when being bior mulit-lingual is a normal
process of living and
education," he said.
Cabrera said he also
plans to add a Vietnamese
emphasis to the program.
California is a popular
settlement area for Vietnam refugees with most of
them settling in the east
and central San Jose areas,
according to Cabrera. He
said the target date for
starting the Vietnamese
creditial is August 1982.
The job prospects for
credentialed
bilingual
teachers are very good,
according to Cabrera.
"We cannot meet the
demands for bilinguallyeducated tew2hers," he
said. "The school districts
want to hire candidates on
the first day (of classes)."
He added that the
preparation of teachers is
not exclusive to the School
of Education.

Arabia needs teachers, modern expertise

Grievance hearing to continue
despite request for dismissal

by Stephen D. Stroth
and the School of
The
grievance Humanities and Arts.
proceeding of an SJSU
main
Birenbaum’s
faculty member denied contention is that "undue
promotion to full professor emphasis" was placed on
six times in six years will the student evaluations and
continue despite a plea by the need for academic
the university represen- publication
in
the
tative to dismiss it for lack promotion process.
of evidence.
Though he does not
The committee hearing discount the significance of
the grievance decided to student
evaluations,
continue after the grievant, Birenbaum claims the
Associate
Professor
of
committee’s use of them
eave
English Harvey Biren- was a "limited and inbaum, and his advocates, flexible ... misuse of
English Professor Rex statistics."
Burbank and Nils Peterson
In the new testimony
of New College, completed presented
Thursday,
their presentation of professors of English
witnesses and evidence on Marian Robinson and
Birenbaum’s behalf.
Robert Gordon, adUniversity represent- ministrative secretary
ative Lela Noble will in- Jean Dahl and Birenbaum
troduce witnesses to himself spoke in his
support the university defense.
position when the hearings
Robinson and Gordon
continue Thursday, Nov. 20 made comments that
at 6 p.m.
echoed testimony given in
The decision to con- the first hearing two weeks
tinue came despite Noble’s ago by several of Birenargument that insufficient baum’s peers in the
evidence has been English
Department
presented to indicate the praising his academic
university
promotions knowledge.
photo by Thomas Ovalle
committee ignored any
In the first hearing,
introduced
SJSU Professor Arturo Cabera tosses his hat in the air to ex - relevant information in Birenbaum
denying
Birenbaum testimony by Professor
press his joy over his return to San Jose.
promotion.
James Dolby of the
According to Biren- Mathematics Department
baum,
the
university
that supported his claim
"We need all the said.
Cabrera said a strong committee’s decision was that student evaluations
schools at the university to
based
on
"a
consistent
and the promotion comgive a proper educational academic background is
on
reliance
"vital" to the success in the pattern of low student mittee’s
foundation to those who
evaluations over the statistics "creates an
want to be teachers," he School of Education.
years," despite strong
recommendations
to
promote him from the "
promotion committees of
the English Department

10%
OFF
All Sandwiches

Visiting Saudis learn vocational skills
by Michelle Waugh
The SJSU Instructional
Technology Department is
showing 26 Saudi Arabian
visitors how to use modem
methods
to
teach
vocational skills.
In an agreement with
the U.S. Department of
Labor and the Office of
Foreign
Financed
Programs, the Saudi
Arabian government has
sent selected trainees to
learn to produce teaching
materials for the country’s
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vocational
education
programs.
The trainees, all men,
are learning curriculum
design, grahics and
television production.
The Saudis will use
their newly-acquired skills
to make videotapes that
will aid the teaching of
electronics, plumbing, auto
and deisel mechanics and
other technical skills in
Saudi schools.
"They realize that
standing up and lecturing
is not the way to teach
vocational skills," said
James Cabeceiras, technical adviser for the program.
The trainees will
provide Saudi instructors
with teaching curriculums
and videotves to use in
teaching technical skills.
The
modernization
process in wealthy Saudi
’Arabia has caused a
more
"thurst
for
vocational
training,"
Cabeceiras said.
"If dollars could buy
ablity, they’d do it," he
said. But technoligically,
"They’re just coming into
the 20th century."
Lack of modern expertise not the lack of

advanced facilities is the specialization. These areas
problem," he said.
include electricity,
"Not enough of the plumbing, electronics and
people know how to use the engineering.
The Saudi Arabian
facilities, and there’s no
one to teach them," government is building
instructional
media
Cabeceiras explained.
centers
All the trainees are development
from the Royal Vocational where the trainees will
Institute in Riyadh, the work when they return
capital city of Saudi home. "The first one in
Arabia, and have the Riyadh should be finished
equivalent of community in 1983," Cabeceiras said.
college degrees.
The Saudi Arabian
Each Saudi trainee has program
in
began
a different area of November, 1979 when
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illusion of objectivity."
In his testimony
Thursday, Birenbaum said
that students are placed in
a false position when asked
to
complete
the
evaluations.
The questionnaire asks
"what the student feels the
teacher should improve,"
he said, "not whether the
teacher
deserves
promotion."
Dahl, a former student
of Birenbaum’s, testified
that she had waited to take
a biblical literature class
until Birenbaum was
scheduled to teach it. She
praised his teaching ability
and fairness.
In the
university
promotions
committee
decision, Birenbaum was
denied promotion to full
professorship for his
evaluation results and his
inability to publish any
scholarly writings, a
determinant of scholarly
achievement.
Birenbaum testified
Thursday that his inability
to get his three books on the
nature of specific types of
literature published is "no
reflection on the quality of
my work."
Birenbaum said the
basic problem with his
writings is that they are not
conventional scholarship,
too original for a text book
and too academic for
conventional publication.

With this AD Good thru Dec. 31

trainees arrived at SJSU
for six months of English
as a Second Language
(ESL) training.
The Saudis began their
instructional technology
classes this semester.
All 26 men will be here
through December. The
program is totally supported by the Saudi
Arabian government.
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Goal line stand saves Spartans’ 28=23 victory
Dave Meltzer
Sports Editor
STOCKTON - A lastsecond goal line stand by
the SJSU defense gave the
Spartans a 28-23 victory
over the University of the
Pacific Tigers before 17,596
largely disappointed fans
in a nail-biter Saturday afternoon at Pacific Memorial Stadium.
SJSU appeared to have
victory well in hand when
Gerald Willhite gained a
first down on the Spartan 29
with just over a minute left
to play as the Spartans led
by five. Two plays later,
while attempting to run out
the clock, Willhite fumbled.
The loose ball was pounced
on by UOP’s Kevin Greene
on the 29 with a scant 37
seconds showing on the
clock.
Back-up quarterback
Harley Miller immediately
completed a 25 yarder to
John Morehouse, followed
by a three yarder to Gary
Blackwell to bring the ball
to the one foot line with just
seven seconds left.
Miller’s pass to Rob
Wilson was broken up in
the end zone by Spartan
defensive back Gill Byrd,
but the ball landed dead in
the end zone, leaving time
for one more play.

photo by Tom Surges
Elusive University of Pacific tailback John Morehouse tries to leap over the outstretched arms of MU linebacker Damon
Keeve in the Spartans 28-23 victory Saturday afternoon at Pacific Memorial Stadium.
-1 thought we should
pass it to Rainey ( wide
receiver Meszaros)," UOP
coach Bob Toledy said.
"After all, he’s our best
receiver, so we felt we
should go to him and let

him make the catch."
Meszaros did make the
catch, but it was just
outside the outer reaches of
the end zone as time ran
out. But a flag went down
as SJSU’s Dewayne Butler

was called for pass interference. Since the game
can’t end on a defensive
penalty, the Tigers had one
mor shot.
"If you can’t get one
foot, you don’t deserve to

win," Toledo noted.
With both , teams
bunched up at the line, the
give was to Morehouse,
who tried to leap over the
mass of humanity in the
trenches. He was met at

the apex of his leap by
Spartan Bob Overly who
knocked him backwards,
and he fell on the wrong
side of the goal line.
"They were just
physically better than us at
the point of attack on the
key play," Toledy mused.
-That passing on the
first two plays was smart,"
Spartan head coach jack
Elway said. "After all,
they got off three plays
from the one with just
seven seconds left."
"I just feel sick,"
Toldeo said after the game.
"The kids played as well as
they possibly could."
The Tigers are a team
beset with injuries, but
refuse to quit even when
the odds are the greatest,
as they showed by pouncing on Willhite’s fumble.
By winning its third
game in a row, SJSU’s
record improve to 6-3, with
a 2-1 conference mark. The
snake-bit Tigers falls to
3-7, 0-4 in PCAA play.
UOP’s starting interior
line was compared of a
right guard who is listed as
their third-string center, a
left guard listed as a
second-string tackle, and
another second string
tackle who hadn’t played
all season.

UCLA dooms Spartan playoff bid;
Mikkelsen scores last minute goal
by Joe Aseo
The SJSU soccer
team’s playoff hopes
vanished with one shot as
UCLA’s Ole Mikkelsen
lofted a kick over Spartan
goalkeeper Ryan Moore in
the last 1:45 of overtime for
a 1-0 victory Friday night
at Spartan Stadium.
The win virtually
assured the Bruins, now 171-2, of the second playoff
spot with the University of
San Francisco in the NCAA
Western Regionals.
The Spartans needed a
photo by Ciro Suonocore
victory against UCLA to
Heavyweight Jerry Morrison (top) tries to gain the advantage over Guy Heath in
keep alive any hopes for
Saturday’s Blue/Gold meet at Spartan Gym. Heath stopped Morrison 5-4 in the evening’s
post-season competition.
feature match.
With the loss, the SJSU
ledger stands at 11-6-1 with
just two games remaining.
"I don’t see how UCLA
could not be chosen for the
playoffs," Menendez said.
"Even a loss to Santa Clara
(UCLA’s opposition in its
final game Sunday I
by Greg Miles
gave Wayne Jones a sur- scored pins in their matshouldn’t hurt them.
Heavyweight Guy prisingly tough battle, ches.
"We wanted to win this
Heath stopped Jerry before falling 9-6. Neither
Thompson pinned John game badly," UCLA coach
wrestler
could
score in the Guy in 54 seconds.
Morrison 5-4 in Saturday’s
Sigi Schmid said. "We alfeature match of the first round, but Jones took
Brouhard pinned Andy ways believed that if we
second Blue/Gold in- a narrow 4-2 lead going into
Tsarnas early in the third could win 18 games, we
tersquad wrestling meet at the third and final round.
would be in the playoffs."
The third round round.
Spartan Gym.
Mikkelsen’s goal came
The matches were to showed both men making
To round out the night, on a broken play as Bruin
determine the starting line- good moves, but Perez Billy Thomas showed the midfielder Harry Tweedie
up in SJSU’s season opener couldn’t make up the crowd what they could lofted a pass over SJSU deagainst Cal State - difference, and lost by a expect of him this season,
fender Mark Tomlin and
Bakersfield on Nov. 25.
three point margin.
as he pinned John Torrise left Mikkelsen with a oneHeath took the lead
"Perez looked pretty in just 58 seconds.
on-one situation with
with a takedown at the end good," Kerr said. "But
Overall, Kerr said he Moore.
of the first round and never Jones pressed more, which was pleased with his
"I didn’t get too many
relinquished it. Morrison made the difference in the wrestlers at this time, but
chances
to
score,"
wrestled better as the match."
mentioned the men needed Mikkelsen said. "But the
match progressed, scoring
Crowd pleaser Eddie a little work on technique.
last one had me open and I
the last three points of the Baza got off to a slow start,
"We’re going to press
match, but it wasn’t as David Barnes held a harder on conditioning," took the shot."
The Bruin goal overenough to overcome the slim 2-1 lead after the first Kerr said, "and try to use it
shadowed an excellent
slim lead Heath had ob- round.
as an advantage against performance by
Spartan
tained.
In the second round, Bakersfield."
defenders Tomlin, Javier
"Morrison could Baza displayed a few of his
wrestle better, SJSU coach super quick moves to take
All
YOS41 ’art I rPROVAIVli""D
T.J. Kerr said. "He just got a 6-4 lead after two rounds,
off to a slow start."
and held on for a 10-5
The top returnees victory.
looked very good, but in the
The other top returIs
126
pound
match, nees, Reggie Thompson
newcomer Albert Pf rez and David Brouhard both
giving

Wrestlers look impressive
in second Blue-Gold meet
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Margarito, Gonzalo Sandoval and Rick Azofeifa.
They allowed UCLA only
three shots on goal the
entire 110 minutes play.
Swift tackles and
hustle by Tomlin and
Azofeifa consistently took
Mikkelsen and company
out of scoring range.
"I marked Mikkelsen
well the entire game,"
Azofeifa said. "The score
came when there was
confusion around the goal
box and no one picked him
A steady drizzle much
of the game kept the Bruins
and Spartans just trying to
stay on their feet. Scoring
opportunity after scoring
opportunity would slip
through both team’s grasp
as they slipped on the
grass. Missed passes were
also the rule.
The high scoring
tandem of Sergio Cardodo
and Guilio Bernardi could
not shake UCLA defenders
Jose Guzman and Tom
Abelew, and other Spartans also remain shackled
most of the game. Many of
the Spartans’ 14 shots on
goal were line drive kicks
from 20 yards or more.
"The first team to
make a mistake would lost
the game," SJSU coach
Julie Menendez said. "It
was a tough match, and no
one really deserved to
lose."
Schmid noted that no
other team had held UCLA
scoreless in regulation play
this year.
"I thought each team
should have taken a couple
of scores into the locker

room," Schmid said.
"There were so many
opportunities for each to
score."
The Spartans must now
be ready for today’s game
against the San Francisco
State Gaters, the only team
besides UCLA to tie No. 1 ranked USF. The game is
in San Francisco at 3 p.m.
"San Francisco State
is not a UCLA," Zaofeifa
said. "And for our pride,
we’re going to have to get
up for this game and try
our hardest."

Tile) should start
those guys all season,"
Elway said. "They gave
the quarterbacks plenty of
time to throw."
-They’re going to
start, we’ve got no backups," Toledo sighed.
Additionally, Pacific
was playing with a second
string quarterback for
most of the second half
when starter Grayson
Rogers went down with a
hyperextended ankle.
But it was the play of
SJSU back-up quarterback
Jack Overstreet, who
Spartans
drove the
downfield for two fourth
quarter touchdowns which
gave the Spartans the
points they needed to win.
Overstreet passed for
touchdowns of 25 yards to
Rick Parma and 66 yards
to Mark Nichols to bring

SJSU back from a 23-14
deficit to the 28-23 victory.
Starting quarterback
Steve Clarkson had his
injured shoulder jammed
early in the game, and
wasn’t able to pass effectively to his left.
Overstreet was brought in
on the Spartans first series
in the second half, and
completed 10 of 14 passes
for 199 yards in his half of
play.
The long gainers went
on deep routes to Mark
Nichols 15 receptions for
175 yards ) and Stacey
Bailey one catch for 66
yards I.
Willhite, playing with a
fiberglas cast to protect his
injured left shoulder
caught eight passes for 83
yards in addition to rushing
22 times for 72 yards.
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Volleyballers split weekend matches

Hockey teams vie for region title

by Mary Apanasewicz
The SJSU women’s field hockey team
the Lady Spartans opened
up a 11-3 lead, and even- was undefeated after the first two days of
tually breezed to a 15-6 win. the three-day Region VIII field hockey
Nani Kalahele, who tournament.
The Lady Spartans beat Arizona State
has seen limited action this
season played a consistent on Friday, 3-1, and California on Saturday, 2-0.
back row for SJSU.
"Nani is plying a lot
The regional playoffs decided which
better in the back row," three of the four teams will go to the
Brugler said, adding that nationals on Nov. 19-22.
Long Beach State shared the number
the team will be counting
on her in the future for one spot with SJSU after defeating Arizona
State on Saturday, 1-0, and Cal, 1-0, on
defensive purposes.
In addition, the strong Friday.
SJSU and Long Beach State met for
hitting of Breding and Kim
Kayser was instrumental the championship yesterday. Results were
in clinching the match for unavailable at press time.
SJSU, as they took game
three 15-10.
The fact that the Dons
managed 10 points off the
somewhat lax Spartan
defense was largely due to
USF’s slow attack.
"We let down," SJSU
assistant coach Carol
Knight said. "Our block
was up early."
"Our blockers were not
using good technique in the
air," Brugler added.
Knight also added that
the Lady Spartans usually
VIDAL
played to the level of their
SA SSOON
opponents.
Shampoo
That must have been
Finishing Rinse
difficult to do the previous
night when SJSU faced the
was $2 89
powerful Gauchos. Knight
described the match with
UCSB as "frustrating."
when
we
"Even
executed," she said, "the
UCSB defense was hot."
"We weren’t cohesive
in that match," Brugler
said. "Our hitters were
GILLETTE
slightly intimidated by
GOOD NEWS
their blockers."
Disposable
LII
The match, which
Razors -3s
lasted only one hour,
featured a Gaucho team
was 99C
that entered the game with
a record of 28-6, and had
knocked off the No. 1
ranked USC Trojans.

by Joan Casserly
Associate Sports Editor

SAN FRANCISCO After being swept three
straight games, the Lady
Spartan volleyball team
did some sweeping of its
own.
The SJSU team was
thoroughly dominated by
the No. 5 nationally ranked
UC-Santa
Barbara
Gauchos in a nor, conference match Friday
night at Spartan Gym 15-9,
15-4, 15-6.
But the Lady Spartans
were equally as dominant
in Saturday night’s match
with the lowly University of
San Francisco Dons. The
SJSU
volleyballers
overwhelmed USF and
took three straight games
15-8, 15-6, 15-10 at USF’s
Memorial Gym.
Victory does not
always guarantee excitement. The crowd did
not have much to cheer
about during the USF
match as both teams failed
to demonstrate any enthusiasm and appeared to
be quite sluggish.
With the win over
conference rival USF, the
Lady Spartans league
record now stands at 3-6.
USF, which has not won a
match in the history of the
Northern California conference, is now 0-9 for the
season.
"We did not run enough
of a quick offense against
pis team," SJSU coach
arti Brugler commented.
"It was a slow match."
The Lady Spartans
photo by Sul Brombe,
jumped out to an 11-1 lead
in game one largely due to Lady Spartans Kim Kayser (left) and Leslie (foga’ski get their signals crossed trying to
the impressive blocking of return a serve.
Jodi Breding. But apparently the SJSU team closed the margin to 14-8 Jan Harman snuffed USF’s game winning point.
relaxed a bit and USF before Rene Fitzgerald and Kelly Fey to score the
Similarly in game two,

In Friday’s game against Arizona
State, SJSU’s All-America Pommy
Macfarlane scored two of the team’s three
goals.
Forward Jeannie Gilbert also tallied a
goal in that game. All three goals were
scored off corners.
Scorers for SJSU in the match against
Cal were Gilbert and Charlene Gilroy.
Gilbert put the ball in the goal with an
assist from Macfarlane in the first 10
minutes of the game. Gilroy followed that
with an unopposed goal made off a crosspass drom Gilbert with two minutes
remaining in the first half.
The winner of the tourney not only
claimed the regional title, but also will go
to the nationals seeded number one.
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classifieds
Announcements
Baseball cards, year.
books and world series programs,
autographs, statues, sports memo.
rabilia. QUICK CASH. See Dr. La
pin, Bus. Tower 743, or ca11837-0191.
STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
of your mouth and save money, too.
Enroll now!! Information at A.S.
Office, or call 37141111.
CAMPUS MINISTRY WORSHIP:
Protestant, S p.m. Sundays, Roman
Catholic, 8 p.m. Sundays and
Episcopal, 6:30 p.m. first and third
Sundays at the Campus Christian
Center. 3005. 10th Street.
WEDDING photography in a price
range you can afford 5100 and up.
For beautiful pictures, call James at
358 1092
IT MAKES SENSE
DIAL A SPIRITUAL THOUGHT
269 5575. Church of the Chrmes.
Reformed Church of America. 1447
Bryan Ave., Si. Call 244 9285
Sunday services at 8.30 and 10:45.
School at 9:30.
RECYCLE at Spartan Gardens. 7th
and Humboldt streets, Donations of
glass, newspapers, cardboard, alu
minum, tin, scrap metal and oil.
Open Wed., 1012: Sat and Sun, 10-4
AS. funded.

,-NE.MAK E ;easy to

eel at home.
CORT FURNITURE RENTAL
4995 Stevens creek Blvd. Santa
Clara, 1 block east of Lawrence
Expressway. Call 9114 0433. 10 per
cent student discount (excluding
already discounted eachagnsl.
PART-TIME I
IP OPPORTUNITY. A chance to learn
about Insurance planning and your
financial future. to explore a career
in sales and sales management and
to earn addftional income. For more
information. call Mr. T.J. Shore, at
140111 249 5272. An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F.
_
SJSU SKI CLUIll
Never silted before? On Sat., Nev.
32, we are having a beginner’s ski
trip. providing the weather is on our
side. Boreal Ridge is where we’ll be
Consider pining us. For More infor
mation, call Sandy at 379 4237, or
Dan at 998 1097. Final payment on
Aspen Is due Nov IS

For Sale
COLORFUL COASTERS
Imported from Germany What was
a collector, item from the aaaaa u
rant, and pubs of Germany for
many a traveller, can now be yours
Great for parties and Practical
aroi nd the home Eight tor S1 41 (in
eludes fax and shipping) Send cash
oi check to German Imports. Inc .
P 0 0ox 2294, Sunnyvale, CA 940117
4 TRU SPOOFS with Goodrich T AS
Fits Ford S lug 5175 or trade for
in weights oi
Call Glenn at 117
0334 ryes

BEER MAKING. In just 3 weeks.
you well be drinking import -type
beer for half the price of Coors. We
will inSure year success! Kit, 529.95.
Call BMA at 388-6647.

Help Wanted
PART TIME
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Monday-Friday evenings and Saturday mornings. Telephone sales.
Easy way to earn lull.time money.
tatives earn S4-$7 per
Most
eed salary and bonus.
hour. G
For interview, call Mr. Burns 81941
7151.
COMPANIONS to disabled children/adults. 53.35 per hour to start.
Training provided. Flexible hours.
Over 18. Also luring Spanish
Vial. Call the Community Associathan for the Retarded at 854-0811 or
961.2259.
A VERY good possibility to make
140,000 or more a year on a part time
basis with good opportunities Call
1911-2300 after SP..

PART-TIME HELP WANTED. S4 to
54 per hour cleaning apartments and
houses. Call Janice’s Cleaning Ser
vice at 242-11732 and leave a message.
PROOF machine operator wanted
for part time opening by a major
bank. Ten -key experience preferred
but not necessary. Call Raymond or
Bert at 2270557.
OVERSEAS JOBi.-Ssi-Mmer or year
round. Europe, South America. Aus
Inaba, Asia. All fields. $500 to 51,200
monthly. Sightseeing. For free infor.
Illation, write: IJC. Box 52-CA38,
Corona Del Mar, CA 9342$.

Housing
ROOM FOR RENT to a studious
female student. Noce house on Mil.
pitas. SI70 per month, including Oil’.
toes and phone. Call 243 8230.
SAN JO-SE- RESIDENCE CLUB:
Beautiful building, courtyard, grand
piano, fireplace and kitchen. Linen
and maid serietce 550 75 weekly. 702
S. Ilth For more info 122 N 81h, or
call 990 0723

PROCESS SERVERS. Over It. own
Several
citizen.
U.S.
car.
openings.Pay is Wper service and
up. I well train you. For info.. call
275-2911.

Lost and Found

ATTENTION ARTISTS
Scratch board talents can provide a
unique earning opportunity. Contact
Etthery Artworks. Inc., at 374-4211.

LOST: International driving permit,
between pub and S. 11th St. Call 797619S.

Part or lull
ATHLETIC SALES
time help wanted. Earn from $750 to
5200 per week. Mrs: 49 p.m. Mon Fri. Call Jerry at 295.1140.
HELP SELF
BY HELPING OTHERS
DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
RECEIVE UP TO 5110/M0
HYLAND PLASMA CENTER
35 S. ALM aaaaAVE.
FOR INFORMATION
AND APPOINTMENT
CALL 294-1535
CRUISESHIPS
Club Mediterranean. sailing eloped,
lions! Needed Sports instructors.
of I oce personnel, counselors. Europe, Caribbean, Worldwide. Sum
mer. Careers. Send 55.95, Plus -75
handling for apphcalions, openings
guide to CRUISE WOR L D 20, Bo.
60179. Sacramento, CA 95160. or
CR UISE WOR LD 20, 2535 Watt Ave.,
Sacramento, CA 954140
BOOKKEEPING assostant wantedt
Must like detail work, be accurate
on a 10-key and have some typing
skills. 15.20 hours per week, flea ible
53.50 to 51 per hr., depending on ex
Perience. Call Linda at 998 0223 for
appointment

*Personals
I WOULD like to fend a trustworthy
woman companion to share my
apartment I am a Cerebral palsied
man with a voice defect Free rent
Call 29162308 after S p.m.

NEW YEAR
IN HAWAII
Jan.6.11
5379.00
Jan. 5.11
5389.00
Jan. 5.12
5399.00
Includes air, hotel, transfers
444 E. William St.
San Jose. CA 95112
One blk. south of campus
Open 7 days a week
Call 292.1613

MOVING AND HAULING. Have
large truck available for all sorts of
lobs. Call Roy at 298 6917.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER:
Roman Catholic and Protestant
campus ministries offer religious
services, study groups, social events
and counseling at 300 S. 10th St. Call
298-0204. Fr. Dan Derry, Sr.. Joan
Panetta. Ms. Lynda DeManti, Rev.
Norb Firnhaber, Rev. Peter K000rnan.

STUDENT TRAVEL
Our services cost you nothing extra.
We specialize in international and
domestic flights. TRIP AND TRAVEL PLANNING COMPANY. 444 E.
William St. (10th and Wm.), San
Jose, CA 95112, Open 7 days week.
Hours: Men., 9.5; Tuns to Fro., 9-4;
Sat.. 94; Sun, noon -5. Call 14081 1931613.

SCHOOL of Ballet Arts: Ballet instruction for all ages and levels. Per.
sonata.’ and detailed instruction in
new location at 11116 Lincoln Aye,
Call 2864118 0r99163416.
FLYING LESSONS
Learn how to fly through local lining
club. InstructIon fot Sarhr, 150 for
S16/1,r, and ISO for S70rnr Call David
at 494 6110

FREE TEETH CLEANING Dental
care includes orthodontics. Oplow.
etry also included. Over 400 dental
offices $15 per year membership
lee Call Prole,sional Dental Sir
vice, at 441 0.1100: 101 )1/0
JOHN WINTERS II you arr ’calla
On this campus. call Dawn Ann at
3354024. How was Denmark?
DEAR TOM C: No. we didn’t forget.
Harley Birthday in stereo. Love,
Dawn Ann and Donna

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE.
RepOrt5, Messes, term papers. Fast
and accurate. Call 2494/413.
BEST PRICES
BEST MACHINE
BEST TYPIST
60 N. 3R D., No.823
7074305
PROFESSIONAL TYPING: Theses,
papers, proleCtS, etc. IBM Correct.
tng II Call Cynthia at 247.8431
(Santa Clara). or Mary at 965-2261
(Mt View:

TYPING: Theses, term papers, etc.
Experienced and last.
Ic
. Call 269-8674.
TYPING: Experienced s
types all. Low cost, accurate, last,
high quality. Call Pam at 247-2681,
eves.

TYPING: ACCURACY, NEATNESS
and DEADLINES GUARANTEED.
Esp. in masters, reports and diner
tations. Approved by SJSU Grad. Of
lice. IBM Sel. II. Call Janet at 12/9525.

TECHNICAL TYPING. Disserta
lions, reports by Stanford university
secretary on my San Jose home
Very close to SJSU. Call Pat at 497
3311 days, or 292-1731 eves.

TYPING. Fast. accurate and pro.
falsiOnal. Deadlines guaranteed
Low rates. Call Jan at 265 1554

PROFESSIONAL typing. EkPerienced, reasonable
. call Jeannie at 774.1975.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST! Res.
umes, term papers, etc. Reasonable.
Call Lynn at 13111914.

TYPING THAT’S TOPSI
Term papers, resumes. theses. Experienced. Call Tony at 296-2087.

ALL TYPING: Fast, professional,
accurate. Sel. H. Theses and term
papers a specialty. Reports, Manuals, resumes. etc.
Eastridge Area 359.4003
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SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

Minimum Three Lines One Day
I
Semester Rate 1st I
15 holes 1110 00
10 lines 645 00
5 line. $30 00
CIssifterrhon

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

277-3175

Services
Announcent.,,i

Only Wanted

Peutonals
Services

Aulonwopi.for Su!,

TYPING SERVICE: Special student
offer of SI per page thru II/3040.
Fast, accurate and professional.
Minutes from campus. Call KEY,
WACKE RS at 2734535 for details.

TYPING: Prompt, accurate. professional. Reports, term papers. manu
scripts. Call Donna’s Typing Service
at 297.4616.

(Effective: Fall 1980)

Cheek

TYPING, COPYING, FREE BINDER: Term paper, thesis, project.
Fast. Scents a line, p.m 4 cents a
line, elite. IBM copying, 4-9 cents.
Turanian - Campbell. 15 yrs cop,
proofread, guaranteed. Call Judy
Riley a/1415) 7974375 (Fremont).

For
fast action
advertise!!

TYPING: One letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or resumes.
(Suably work at reasonable prices.
Call THE EXECUTIVE’S ASSIST.
ANT at 280 11441.

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

MICHAEL CHARLES Call Kelly
A.S.A.P. at MO 821-0148.

TERM PAPERS,THESES typed SI
Pet Page IBM Selectric with various
type ball, C11 V. Norris at 727 7035

TYPING: Research, theles, etc.
IBM Self-Correcting II, Santa Clara
area. Call Cynthia at 247-8433.

UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
TYPING: 192 2759
295 N. SEVENTH ST.
SAN JOSE, CA

Typing

AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS ITI
The widest selection 01 the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices. We are
starling out our fifth year as SJSU’s
complete consumer electronics bun
mg service with 250 brands of audio,
video, tape and accessories. For
quotes. information, or sound ad
vice. call 255 5550, Monday thru
Thursday betweem 9 am and 5
wrY1,, or Friday thru Sunday be
tween 10 a rn. and 10 p.m , and ask
for Ken

SPECIAL WITH THIS AO
NANTELLE ELECTROLYSIS
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY BY DIANE
206 N. BASCOM 294-4409

TYPING: 20 years experience. All
formats. Accuracy. neatness, deadlines guaranteed. IBM Corr. Sel. II.
So. SJ/Blossom Hill area. Call
Kathie at 578.1216 from 9 a.m. tot
Pm

Travel

Stereo

SEAMSTRESS. Port torne. NM per
hour. Hours are flexible. Will team
Call 287 3577.
SEEKING a sharp, socially inclined,
business orrented public relation,
lemle to tom an already estab
lished and profitable international
marketing business For interview.
call 926 6126 between 5 and p m

LOOKING for a wedding phologra
phorT Your wesIdong photographs bY
John Eric Paulson are expressions
of love soft. elegant and untversally
understood. For the finest award
winning photography, call John at
1411-2308.

r, SSSSS

StOtel,
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trtenu

Deadline Tern days pron tu yule e
Cunserutrve publicatmn dew,
Nn refunds on Caiicelled an,
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HAVE YOU NOTICE-0
ALL THE STRANGE
PEOPLE AT THIS Fpgri

LIKE Thig GIN OVER
THERE. I-E KEEPS
GOING ON ABOUT

WONCER WHO
IS ANYWAY ?_,

CHUCK BECKUM
THAT’S THE A.5
PRESIDENT
REALLY I
WOuJ, HE
LOOKS GCOD
IN A DRESS.

WHAT A MBE!
WONDER WHO
SHE 15 2

POWER, FCtskR,
LIKE THAT ONE
OVER THERE!

0

Hard-core crimes rise
despite more jail terms

The

*-

-f hit%

Sixty percent of those arrested for prostitution in
downtown San Jose were given jail terms, according to
the police department’s latest report to the City Council.
"Increased efforts by the patrol and vice units continue to control the number of prostitutes on the streets at
any one given time," Police Chief Joseph McNamara’s
report stated.
However, crimes related to prostitution are continuing to increase, according to the report.

wanton soup

"These crimes include homicide, assaults, strongarmed robbery and rape," the report continued.
Of the 25 arrests for prostitution during the month of
September, 15 received jail time and 10 received summary probation and/or fines with suspended sentences.

sparta uide

Focus on commuting

SJSU professor leads
citizen transit group
by Michelle Waugh
A new citizen’s transit
group has now been formed
in Santa Clara County to
promote and support
transportation
improvements.
Action Coalition for
Transportation ( ACT), was
formed by local citizens
concerned about commute
transportation problems,
according to Norman
Gunderson, SJSU professor
of
cybernetics
and
chairman of the group.
ACT’s goals are to
influence legislation, obtain funds and rally support for transportation
improvement projects.
SJSU President Gail
Fullerton will be a member
of the ACT "sounding
board."
This separate group of
prominent and influencial
persons and organizations
will be asked to take
positions and sometimes
make presentations to
legislative
bodies on
transportation issues.
"The first major
project for ACT will be to
support
the
recommendations of the Santa
Clara Valley Corridor
Evaluation Study,"
Gunderson said.

The study recommendations
included:
improvement and expansion of the Southern
Pacific commute service;
added highway and expressway lanes for buses
and car/van pools; and the
promotion of commuting
by individual companies.
ACT is working to obtaM approval to add a carpool lane to San Thomas
Expressway.
"Cars with two or more
people could drive in this
lane," Gunderson said.
ACT is asking the city
councils of the areas near
the expressway to give up
their jurisdiction so that
planning the extra lane
would be easier.
ACT will also be
working on an employer
commute program. "We
will be encouraging employers to provide van
pooling for workers,"
Gunderson explained.
The group plans to visit
different employee groups
around the county to
promote mass transit and
car/van
pooling
as
alternatives to automobile
commuting.
"Once we’ve matured,
we will be sending
representatives to the state

legislature to make our
opinions known," Gunderson said.
began
group
The
meeting last summer. Jim
Jackson, attorney and
former mayor of Cupertino, and Dave Fadness, a
citizen
active
in
homeowner’s groups, are
the founders of ACT.
Gunderson, former
dean of engineering and a
teacher for 32 years,
became interested in the
group and was later asked
to be chairman. Besides
teaching courses in
cybernetics during the
spring semesters, Gunderson is also in charge of
the University Fellowship
Program at the County
Transportation Agency.

GROPE and Campus
Ministries will have a
forum today at noon on the
S.U. Upper Pad. For information call Judy Herman
at 277-3228.
Disabled Students Association is holding a test
anxiety and burn-out party
from 2 to 5 p.m. today in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room. For
information call Diane
Scher at 277-2971.
Womyn’s Week will
meet today at 1:30 p.m. in
the Women’s Center. For
information call 277-2866.
Campus Crusade for
Christ will have a Bible
Study tomorrow at 7:15
p.m. in the A.S. Council
Chambers in the Student
Union. For information call
Cliff Jetton at 286-0540.
Human Performance
Club will hold its weekly

meeting tomorrow at 12:30
p.m. in the picnic area, outside the Women’s Gym.
For information call Erlinda Tulioc at 275-8299.
Linguistics Program,
the English Department
and National Students
Speech, Language and
Hearing Association will
sponsor a talk by linguist
Professor William taboo of
the University of Pennsylvania on The law and black
English. The talk will be at
4 p.m. tomorrow in the Engineering Building, room
132. For information call
Judy Frazao at 967-5345.
San Jose Students for
Peace will have a Peace
Week planning meeting tomorrow from noon to 1
p.m. in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room. For information call
Ethan Feldman at 287-8735.

prose and poetry tomorrow
at 7:30 p.m. The readings
will be at the Mimosa Restaurant, 484 W. San Carlos
St., one block from SJSU.
Admission is free.
Occupational Therapy
Graduating Class is having
a paperback book sale and
gift check book sale tomorrow from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m in front of the S.U.
bookstore. For information
call Jennifer Teton at 2986917.
Champus Christian
Center is holding a Bible
Study tomorrow at 12:30
p.m. in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. The meeting will
last for one hour and present the study of Luke. For
information call Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204.

speech by Eldrige Cleaver
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the
Daly Science Building,
room 206 at SCU.
College Bowl Tournament will begin today in the
S.U. Almaden Room. It will
continue tomorrow and

then switch to the S.U.
Council Chambers on Wednesday. The tournament
will continue on Nov. 17 and
18 in the S.U. Almaden
Room and Nov. 19 in the
S.U. Council Chambers.
For information call the
S.U. Information Center at
277-3230.

THE HUNGRY PEDDLER
Hot Dogs

Linguisa

Polish

Corner of 7th and San Carlos Sts.

New "Counter Service"

University of Santa
Reed Magazine is host- Clara’s Black Student
lig a literary reading of Union is sponsoring a

OLD WORLD GAMGE
Service and Repair on
Imports and Compacts
ring 280-0844
I 8 6. 8th St.. San Jose. CA 05112

A CUT
ABOVE.

(Presenting our Designer Diamond Collection.)
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This week only, ArtCarved presents its
dramatic new college ring concept for women
in 10K and 14K gold. On display only while
the ArtCarved representative is on campus.

The new Designer Diamond Collection,
reflecting the importance, value, and rare
beauty of genuine diamonds, is an
ArtCarved innovation.
This collection is also available with a new
diamond substitute, Cubic Zirconia, which
creates the same dazzling elegance for less.

ART RVED

COLLEGE RINGS

Symbolizing your ability to achieve.
Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Nov. 10, 11, 12
’also available with Cubic Zirconia, a diamond substitute.
Deposit required. Master Charge or Visa accepted.

DESIGNER
DIAMOND
COLLECTION

*Mon
Bookstoic
’SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR’
istio Artlarved College Rings

BE ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AT 22.
Think of a ship as a corporation, and it’s not farfetched at
all. A destroyer may have
fifteen officers, other ships
even fewer. Even the most
junior officer gets to share in
running the show.
You become part of the
management team when you
get your commission as an
ensign after just 16 weeks of
leadership training at Officer
Candidate School.
Choose to be a Navy officer
and you are responsible for
people and equipment almost
immediately.
Many officers go on for
further advanced schooling.
The Navy has literally dozens
of fields for its officers

everything from nuclear propulsion to systems analysis,
oceanography to inventory
management. In graduate
school, this training would
cost you thousands, but in
the Navy, we pay you.
Ask your Navy representative about officer opportunities, or mail this coupon for
more information. Or call
toll -free 800.841-8000 (in GA
call toll -free 800-342-5855).
There’s no obligation, and
you’ll learn about an excellent
way to start a career in
management. As a college
graduate you can get management experience in any industry. But you’ll get it sooner
and more of it in the Navy.

(-144
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFORMATION CENTER
P.O. Hon 2(85)
Pelham Manor, New York 10803
0 Yes, I’m interested in becoming
a Navy Officer Please send me
more information. MO I

Suite

Zip

AmKamm/University
jOrwilmtion Date_ Grade Point
A MainNMinor
Phone Number
ARIA r101

CN11,110

TM Mere We Itrerne.The Mono We Can Help
TM Pnyacy Act under Tine 10. Section 503.
505. and 510 mates that you do not have to
amwer the personal questions we have asked
Howes... the more we know. the more
accurately we cell determine your Ewald..
tkane lor our Nvy
Protronk

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

